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Recorded Future® Attack Surface 
Intelligence for Cortex XSOAR
Proactive attack surface management is more important than ever before 
as organizations face an expanding threat landscape and unprecedented 
level of attacks. With digital assets scattered all over the Internet, often spun 
up without proper security oversight and hygiene, and left forgotten and 
unsecured, organizations must ensure that they have a full understanding  
of their external attack surface. You can’t defend what you can’t see.

With a unified view of its external infrastructure, integrated into a leading 
SOAR solution, an organization can better navigate across disparate 
technology systems and quickly map and resolve vulnerabilities while  
keeping pace with its dynamic attack surface.

Cortex XSOAR and Attack Surface Intelligence
Attack Surface Intelligence from Recorded Future shines a light on an 
organization’s risks tied to their connected environments, and provides 
security and compliance teams with a comprehensive toolset to understand 
and mitigate risk across their associated attack surface. It provides an 
outside-in view of your organization, enabling organizations to see the blind 
spots that are visible to adversaries and move the advantage back to your 
own teams.

As assets that may be vulnerable to threats or exploits are detected and 
pulled into XSOAR, automation makes it possible to remediate these  
incidents with detailed context into the risks they pose to the business. 
Recorded Future’s integration for Palo Alto Networks Cortex XSOAR 
continuously monitors for changes to the attack surface of organizations, 
detecting previously unknown assets and alerting to new risks as they 
emerge. Armed with real-time evidence on vulnerabilities, their risk severity, 
and affected hostnames, provided by the Recorded Future Attack Intelligence 
module, teams are able to quickly prioritize threats and initiate downstream 
response workflows, integrated directly into their existing security and  
identity tools. 

BENEFITS

• Discover previously unknown shadow  
IT and out of policy assets

• Accelerate vulnerability scanning and 
incident response

• Confidently prioritize assets that may  
be vulnerable to threats or exploits

• Disrupts adversaries, while minimizing 
disruption for your business

FEATURES

• Continuous scanning for attack surface 
blind spots across domain-related 
environments and distributed ecosystems

• Transparent context on known threats and 
vulnerabilities for faster prioritization

• Integrated and automated workflows for 
faster, more confident responses to threats



Teams can then launch out-of-the-box playbooks to prioritize the most severe risks and 
resolve the identified issues. By eliminating the need to manually aggregate, correlate, 
and triage information, the Recorded Future Attack Surface Intelligence integrated into 
XSOAR empowers analysts to more easily manage their attack surface with a single pane of 
glass, accelerate incident response investigations, supercharge vulnerability scanning, and 
confidently reduce risk.

Recorded Future Attack Surface Intelligence integrated into XSOAR empowers analysts to dramatically reduce the amount of time it takes to 

detect, investigate, and respond to real risks to their business.
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Recorded Future is the world’s largest intelligence company. Recorded Future’s cloud-based Intelligence Platform provides the most complete coverage across adversaries, infrastructure, 
and targets. By combining persistent and pervasive automated data collection and analytics with human analysis, Recorded Future provides real-time visibility into the vast digital landscape 
and empowers clients to take proactive action to disrupt adversaries and keep their people, systems, and infrastructure safe. Headquartered in Boston with offices and employees around the 
world, Recorded Future works with more than 1,400 businesses and government organizations across more than 60 countries. Learn more at recordedfuture.com.
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